
 

Best Sex Position Photos

im pretty sure that everyone here has already
thought of this, but, what is the best position for
sex? i think its not really a position, but more of a
way of giving a good blowjob, so that you can cum
in him. i try to put my mouth on him and then i go
down to his balls, then on his cock and then, if he
isnt done yet, i do it again, and again, and again.
this way i can cum in him as much as i want. i do

this because i want to cum in him, and not because i
have to, im not into forced sex, and if i cum in him, i
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cant say that i forced him to do it. i just do it, cause i
want to. the best sex is the one you want. and then,

if theres anything else, well, its just sex. it really
depends on your partners anatomy and your

comfort level. for me, anal has always been a turn
off and i've rarely ever engaged in it. i'm not saying
there aren't pros and cons to anal sex. but i prefer
other ways to enjoy sex. i'm not saying everyone

should be into anal sex, but it's up to the couple to
decide what works best for them. i like to try

anything different. sometimes the first time i do a
certain sex position is the best experience ever,
other times it might not be so much. i like to find
new things so if i find one that i'm liking, i'll do it

again. i don't have a "best" position for anal sex, it
just depends on your relationship and your comfort

level. i really like the missionary position, mostly
because i was raised in a traditional catholic family.

my family didn't often do anything sexual, and i
never really grew up learning about sex. so i never
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really learned any other positions, and that left me a
little limited. so my boyfriend and i have been

working on finding more positions that i can get into,
and we are still working out the kinks. we are

working on all positions, but because i can't find
anything i like enough to do it on my own, i haven't

ventured out much. this was my first time and i
absolutely loved it. i also loved the fact that my
boyfriend did a lot of the work, which was nice.

Best Sex Position Photos

you are in control. this position is a good choice if
you are looking for a relaxing, as well as potentially
intense sex experience. you can try many variations
on the missionary position, including the "lift legs"
variation, where you are kneeling, and you man is
straddling your legs. many women enjoy having

their partner lie on top of them in this position, and
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you can stimulate each other with your hands or
your sex toys. you are dominant. this position is a

good choice if you want to be in control in the
bedroom and make your partner submit to you. you
can try many variations on the missionary position,

including the "lift legs" variation, where you are
kneeling, and your man is straddling your legs.

many women enjoy having their partner lie on top of
them in this position, and you can stimulate each
other with your hands or your sex toys. you are in

control. you are in control in this position. this
position is good if you want to be in control in the

bedroom and make your partner submit to you. you
can try many variations on the missionary position,

including the "lift legs" variation, where you are
kneeling, and your man is straddling your legs.

many women enjoy having their partner lie on top of
them in this position, and you can stimulate each
other with your hands or your sex toys. this is a

great sex position that is one of the most popular
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sex positions. you can lie on your back, or do
whatever is comfortable for you. you can have your
partner come over to your side, or he can come over
and sit on your left side. this position gives a woman

both control and power, and allows for deeper
penetration. 5ec8ef588b
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